Rehost?
Refactor?
Replatform?
Replace?
Building Strong Families Through Innovation

Overview
• Purpose: To streamline the Feasibility Study (FS) process.
– Documentation requirements
– Preparation time
– Refine methodology and processes

Office of Child Support Enforcement
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Problem Statement
• Legacy FS process (1993 Guidance) is tedious
– Applies to complex, large scale application development efforts
– Some alternatives were not available (e.g., replatforming, refactoring)
– Web technologies were in the nascent stages

• Conducting legacy FS is expensive (~$2M-$3M)
– Entire process may take up to 3 years to complete
– Travel to review candidate transfer state’s systems requires
considerable planning, coordination, and calendar time
– FS Report preparation may take 3-12 months

Office of Child Support Enforcement
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Problem Statement (cont’d)
• Legacy FS documentation is typically more than 400 pages
– Conduct preliminary analysis (consider 2 transfers, 1 hybrid, COTS,
…), then choose 2 candidates
– Conduct Analysis of Alternatives (AoA) on 2 candidates
– Conduct Cost Benefit Analyses (CBA)
– Prepare and submit FS Report to OCSE for review and approval

Office of Child Support Enforcement
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Proposed FS Solution
• Reduce FS documentation to be less than 50 pages
• State personnel may be able to prepare FS without contractor
support using their Project Management Office (PMO) staff
• Reduction in preparation time
• Faster approval for FS – may be as quick as two (2) weeks if
documentation is clear and accurate

Office of Child Support Enforcement
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Proposed FS Eliminates
Conduct Analysis of
Alternatives

Cost Modeling &
Simulations

Travel & Off-Site
Meetings/Demos

OCSE Conducts
On-Site IV&V Mtg

• Analysis of multiple alternatives
• Cost modeling/simulations
• Reduction in travel costs/visits with reviewing multiple state’s
transfer systems
• Requirement for OCSE to conduct IV&V on-site meetings

Office of Child Support Enforcement
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What are the Options
State makes a selection based on business needs and
evaluation/assessment criteria which should be justifiable and cost
reasonable
State decides which option to choose and submits documentation to
OCSE
• Option 1:
– Consider replatform or refactor. Recertification not required. Feasibility
Study not needed

• Option 2:
– State determines to enhance current program or existing system.
Recertification not required. Feasibility Study not needed

• Option 3:
– State defines business needs without limiting technical solutions and
decides to do full replacement. Feasibility Study required
• Transfer systems from another state
• Build your own
• Commercial off the shelf (COTS)

Office of Child Support Enforcement
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Next steps
• Interim guidance was rolled using the Dear Colleague Letter
(DCL)
• Full guidance expected by end of Fall 2019
• Approach will be to have lesser documentation
– New Feasibility Study may be named Business Case Analysis
with more focus on project management

Office of Child Support Enforcement
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Oregon’s Goals

A new beginning for the Oregon Child Support Program
Business Process
Technology
Identity
Policy
Culture
Service

System Modernization
Timeline

Origin Development
• Full system development lifecycle
processes

Procurement
• Issued RFP and evaluated responses

Feasibility Study –
IAPD Approval
• Considered full system
replacement vs. incremental
modernization
•
− Quick wins
− Budget
− Duration
− Dual system maintenance
and operations

Business Process
Re-Engineering

• Awarded Project Management, QA,
IV&V, and DDI contracts

•

3 regional rollouts

•

System stabilization

•

Federal certification

•

Warranty and O&M
Completed

In Progress

• Completed contract negotiations

• Developed high level vision

Oct 2015 - Present

• Studied source system materials

− Lingering mainframe
costs
• Identified processes requiring changes
Evaluated multiple states for
• Developed high level requirements
transfer
− Selected Hybrid transfer
approach (California,
Michigan, New Jersey)

• Pilot Implementation

Dec 2013 - 2015

Dec 2012

Dec 2010
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Oregon’s Feasibility Study
• MAXIMUS partnered with Oregon to conduct the study
• Examined multiple alternatives
• Modernize legacy system
• Build from scratch
• Transfer
• Hybrid solution
• Used to develop business case presented to the Oregon Legislature
for state-level funding
• Informed Oregon about level of effort, staff commitment, and
potential timeline

Origin Team
Agency
• Project oversight and contract
administration
• Subject matter expertise
• Legacy conversion and cleanup tasks
• Interface coordination
• User acceptance testing (UAT)
• Organizational change management

Project Management Services
• Project management plans
• Project director
• Organizational change
management team
• Business analysts

Integration Services
• Design, development, and testing
• Training and implementation
• Warranty and maintenance

Independent Quality
Assurance
• Quality assurance (QA)
• Static code analysis and
vulnerability testing

Independent Verification &
Validation
• Project oversight on behalf
of federal government
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Origin Development Timeline
3 years from planning to pilot
Plan

Analyze

Design

Build

Test

Aug 2017

Jan 2016

Functional and technical
design

Deploy

Federal
Certification

Operations &
Maintenance

Sept 2018
Pilot go-live

System testing

Oct 2014

Dec 2018

Rollout 1

Feb 2019

Project governance plans
Project implementation
Plan and schedule

Rollout 2

April 2019

Rollout 3

Sept 2016

Dec 2018

System development and
string testing

Dec 2015

Requirement gathering
and validation

Initiate federal
certification activities

Feb 2018
UAT testing

July 2019

Post-stabilization
handoff and
knowledge transfer
to agency
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Plan, Analyze, Design
Activities

Best Practices
•

Plan

•
•
•

Developed strong foundational and
realistic schedule
Firmed up governance plans
Chartered disciplined approach

•
•
•

Analyze

Design

•

•

•

Requirement refinement and validation
o 132 requirement refinement
sessions
o 4289 Origin requirements

•

200 JAD sessions
o 1600 functional design
specifications
40 JTD sessions
o 850 technical design specifications

•

•

•
•

Socializing project guiding principles among
stakeholders promotes common goals
Start data conversion and cleanup planning
early
Build sufficient time to get transfer system
artifacts
Scheduled lesson learned meetings
Establish Requirements Traceability Matrix
(RTM) up front
Pre-requirement walkthrough sessions help
in improving quality of system
requirements

Use working transfer solution in JADs to
increase effectiveness
Plan sufficient time for deliverable review
Innovate where opportunity presents (user
experience, mobility, etc.)
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Build, Test, Deploy
Activities

Best Practices
•

Build

•
•
•

Test

•
•
•

System development and unit testing
Regular static code analysis
String testing to validate continuous
integration of modules

•

Automated and manual system testing
Performance testing to evaluate system
capacity
Testing with interface partners

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Deploy

•
•
•
•

Cutover planning and rehearsals
Pilot and three regional rollouts
Project readiness
Office readiness

•
•
•

Continuous static code analysis
Establish coding standards early
Embedding state staff in DDI contractor
teams
Early road shows of solution to promote
buy-in
Dedicated UAT staff resources
Start writing test cases early
Use RTM for traceability and coverage
UAT timeline compared to System Test
Test with production data
Mock conversion and dress rehearsal for
cutover
Evaluate case loads using mock
conversions
Phased rollouts reduce implementation
risk
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Federal Certification, Operations & Maintenance
Activities
Federal
Certification

•
•
•

Operations &
Maintenance

•

•
•

Preparation and review time
Staff commitment
Questions for assigned OCSE analyst

2 years O&M
o Warranty period
Technical training and knowledge transfer
Transition system to DOJ staff

Best Practices

•
•

•
•

Discuss templates with federal
representatives before development
Start early with material development

Technical training
Transition planning
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LESSONS LEARNED
 State ownership of the
project is vital for success
 Child support staff
commitment
 Serve on project team
 JAD sessions
 Write test cases / UAT
 User support

 Engage interface
stakeholders early

 Joint project facility
 Honest, transparent
communications
 Case or participant based
system
 Data cleanup
 Training approach
 Staff augmentation

Building Strong Families Through Innovation

Emerging Technologies
Platform Solution

Automated Refactoring

AI Fueled Analytics

Cloud Solution
Electronic Document
Management

Robotic Process Automation

Chatbot
Mobile Engagement
Virtual Reality

Automated Refactoring
Does this apply to my
organization?
Automated migration of legacy code that
exists in languages such as NATURAL,
COBOL, JCL, and REXX automatically to
JAVA or C# combined with automatic
migration of associated data from ADABAS,
and IMS into DB2, Oracle or MSSQL server.

Scenario
Legacy mainframe resources are increasingly difficult to find
and retain. There needs to be a way of quickly getting off of
the mainframe into a more modern architecture.
Benefits
• Automatic code and data conversion
• Reduced implementation risk
• No end user training required due to one for one
conversion
• Quicker pathway to moving off the mainframe and then
plan out modernization

•

My system is built in mainframe
technology

•

My mainframe maintenance cost
is very high and I may be the last
program left on the mainframe

•

I have limited budget and I am
looking for an option to migrate
into modern technologies such as
JAVA and .NET

•

It is challenging to meet
customer needs without ability
to take advantage of peripheral
systems such as reporting and
mobile technologies

Platform Solution
Does this apply to my
organization?
A child support solution built on a platform
such as Salesforce provides increased
agility, scalability, and maintainability and
reduces total cost of ownership.

Scenario
Modern child support solutions require a number of highly skilled
staff just to maintain the system. Looking for a modern solution
that is highly configurable, scalable and can be maintained with
minimum number of staff.
Benefits
• Out of the box browser and mobile enabled customer and
worker portal user interface
• Cloud based and highly scalable solution
• High configurability provides easier maintainability
• Provides easy integrate options to leverage existing assets

•

Looking to build a child support
solution that is highly
configurable, scalable and
maintainable

•

My State has acquired licenses
for a platform solution

•

Looking for a robust
application foundation with
features such as security,
auditing, search, exception
handling and allowing me to
focus on core functionality
such as Case Initiation, Locate
and financials

•

Looking to reduce Total Cost of
Ownership by transferring
responsibilities such as
upgrades to the product
vendor

Electronic Document
Management
Does this apply to my
organization?
Manage all outbound notices and incoming
forms electronically. All correspondence is
filed electronically and linked to case
records and can be retrieved with a click of
a button.

Scenario
Maintaining hardcopies of all correspondence is high complex
and costly. File all documents electronically using Electronic
Content Management solutions. System can be configured to
save all incoming and outgoing correspondence in a PDF file
format
Benefits
• Effective storage of vital correspondence documents
• Easy to access and retrieve past correspondence on a case
record
• Reduced cost of operations and reduced risk of missing
important documentation

•

Looking for an effective
solution to maintain ever
increasing number of
documents linked to a case

•

I am unable to effectively file
and maintain all the hardcopies
of incoming and outgoing
correspondence on a case
record

•

Looking to reduce my cost of
maintaining hardcopies of
incoming and outgoing
correspondence

Cloud Solution

Softwareas-a-service
SaaS is the most
commonly used cloud
service. With SaaS,
companies pay for finished
applications on a
subscription basis. Almost
any software you can think
of is available as a service
or will likely be soon.

Infrastructureas-a-service

Platformas-a-service

IaaS allows customers to obtain
resources without actually
purchasing hardware. This
approach has the potential to

PaaS can be used by
organizations that want to
develop new software
applications without needing to

eliminate capital expenses. The
marketplace for IaaS has
matured rapidly, with dozens of
providers eager to handle almost
any need you have.

acquire and install the hardware
and operating system. It also
provides access to different,
new, and innovative services,
such as facial recognition and

•

My mainframe system captures a
lot of data and I would like to
gain insights from the data, but
have competing priorities that
prevent in building a solution to
mine the data for insights

•

My data centers cost are high
and I am looking for a way to
reduce costs and increase
security

•

I want a one-stop solution that
hosts my hardware as well as
software needs

artificial intelligence.

Scenario
1) Integrate existing child support system with a modern Data
Warehouse and analytics solution deployed as SaaS
2) Implement Disaster Recovery (DR) strategy on a
infrastructure deployed on cloud as IaaS
3) Implement child support solution on a platform such as
Salesforce deployed on cloud as PaaS
Benefits
• Offload risk of maintenance and security
• Low cost of ownership
• Easy to implement and immediate ROI

Does this apply to my
organization?

Mobile Engagement
Does this apply to my
organization?
Engaging with the case participants
through texts and mobile apps enables
States to vastly improve customer service
and reduce incoming calls and inquiries.

Scenario
With smartphone usage exponentially growing among
customers, there must be a way to leverage the trend. Build a
mobile app that can be installed on smartphones and allows
parents to check payment history, check case balances, receive
payment and even reminders etc. on a real-time basis
Benefits
• Improve customer service and engage customers in case
management
• Reduced number of incoming calls and inquiries and thus
reduced cost of operation
• Increases likelihood of payments and reduces no-shows at
events

•

Looking to improve customer
service by engaging with
customers using Mobile

•

I want to increase
transparency with the parents
by providing them easy access
to their case information

•

Looking for a effective
communication channel to
outreach to my customers

Robotic Process
Automation
Does this apply to my organization?

Business process automation that
mimics user interaction. Automates
execution of repetitive tasks by
integrating with Web Sites, Graphical
User Interfaces and Systems.

Scenario
Increase user productivity by automating support order entry.
RPA will scan incoming copies of final orders and automatically
code the final order in the system and alert caseworker for final
review
Benefits
• Increased productivity
• Reduced error
• Reduced overall time from case creation to order entry
• Helps in increasing federal performance measure

•

My staff spends a large part of
day performing routine and
repetitive tasks.

•

I do not have enough staff to run
specialized projects to focus on
federal performance measures.

•

I have a backlog of tasks that my
staff doesn’t have time to
complete.

AI fueled Analytics
Does this apply to my
organization?

Use artificial intelligence based machine
learning technologies to analyze past data
to identify hidden patterns and predict
future outcomes

Scenario
Use a predictive model to predict likelihood of receiving a
payment on a case identifying reasons for the outcome and
provide suggested actions to alter the outcome.
Benefits
• Better understanding of the case
• Increases likelihood of receiving payments
• Helps build better relationship with the case
• Improve federal performance measures

•

I want to increase
effectiveness of my case
workers.

•

I want to increase my federal
performance measures and
thus increase my federal
incentives.

•

I have huge amount of data in
my legacy/modern system but
I am unable to effectively sort
and use the data.

Chatbot
A Chatbot simulates chatting with a real
person. This can be leveraged on selfservice portals where each customers can
use the chat service to get answers to
their specific questions without having to
call the State call center.

Scenario
1) Provide effective customer service to people visiting the
self-service portal. Enhance Self-service portal with Chatbot.
2) Engage the population who own a Mobile device but do not
use the self-service portal. Leverage a Textbot solution.
Benefits
• Improved customer service
• Reduce the number of inquiries
• Reduce erroneous communications
• Engages customers without advanced technology/mobile
device
• Provides users multiple channels of communication

Does this apply to my
organization?
•

My staff have to respond to a
large number of inquiries
submitted through the selfservice portal

•

I want to increase digital
engagement with my customers

•

I want to be proactive in my nonlegal communications to the
customers

•

A group of population within the
State caseload do not own
advanced mobile devices and
digital engagement with that
population is challenging

Virtual Reality
Virtual reality is a technology that enables
rendering an augmented reality where prebuilt scenarios and situations can be
played repeatedly

Scenario
Find an effective training approach that provides staff with
realistic workplace experience. Virtual Reality can be used
to augment training situations
Benefits
• Accurate situational awareness of case workers
• Accurate procedural understanding of the case
workers
• Engaging training sessions

Does this apply to my
organization?
•

My training materials do not
accurately represent field
reality

•

My training materials are
archaic and do not engage my
millennial work force

•

My trainings render long lead
times to on-board personnel

•

I cannot accurately assess my
personnel’s field readiness and
customer interaction

Wrap-Up

Chatbots

Determine
Effective
Enforcement
by predicting the
likelihood of
receiving a
payment using

Robotic
Process
Automation

Platform/
Refactored
Solution

Case Initiation

Enter Final
Order
with minimum
staff
intervention by
leveraging

Hearing to
Establish Order
where State is
represented by
effective staff
trained using

Virtual
Reality

Copy of the
Final Order is
filed
electronically
using the

AI fuelled
analytics

Enforcement

Receive new
application
and record in a
child support
system built
using a

Respond to
Customer
Inquiries
in real-time by
leveraging

Electronic
Document
Management
system

Increase
likelihood of
payment by
send payment
reminders
through

Mobile
Engagement

Actively
replicate data to
a secure Cloud
Solution for
Disaster
Recovery
purposes
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